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• Corona : deepest economic crisis since WWII 

• Strong recovery in 2021 (GDP + 6,1%)

• 2021-2022: High (energy) demand + war in 

Ukraine → energy prices reach historic highs

• 2023: electricity prices stay high

• Lower spot prices

• High forward prices (forward contracts)

• High CO2 price
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From corona crisis to energy crisis
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Gas spot prices evolution 
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Electricity Cal+1 prices evolution
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CO2 price evolution
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Electricity prices evolution
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Industry confidence stays very low

Synthetic barometer NBB – Manufacturing industry



Electricity prices evolution
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Industry confidence stays very low

Synthetic barometer NBB – Manufacturing industry



Study KPMG in Belgium
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Summer of 20 → In-depth interviews with 22 industry leaders (>10 TWh
electricity consumption, >40.000 direct jobs in Belgium):

• the total cost of electricity in Belgium is among the highest in the world

• security of the electricity supply remains a major concern and hampers 

industrial investment decisions

• urgent need for a stable, coherent energy strategy for Belgium, preferably 

harmonized at EU-level

• achieving a climate-neutral economy will require significant investments 

within the industry in the coming decades, with relatively low returns and 

job creation, as well as access to large volumes of carbon-neutral electricity 

at a competitive cost.



Study KPMG in Belgium
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• NO significant production capacity expansion plans were mentioned in the 

interviews except in the life sciences sector

• future investments are being delayed or relocated to other countries. There appears 

to be a high risk of relocation as current assets reach the end of their life 

• current investments are mainly focused on license-to-operate, cost-efficiency 

improvements and energy savings



Study EnergyVille
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• Complementary analysis on the possible impact of extending 
• 2 GW of nuclear capacity for 20 instead of 10 years
• extending the lifetime of an additional 2 GW of nuclear capacity

• In BOTH scenarios the (additional) extension is economically justified and 
leads to a significantly lower electricity system cost and a further reduction 
in CO2-emissions. 



• Worrying crisis of confidence in Belgian industry 

• Belgian federal and regional authorities must rapidly 
develop a coherent and long-term climate, energy 
and industry strategy

• Climate neutrality will come with a very high cost for 
society, but lifetime extension of nuclear capacity and 
investing in new nuclear technologies clearly come 
out as economically preferable choices. 
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Conclusions
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